Circulating plasma DNA and DNA integrity in breast cancer patients undergoing neoadjuvant chemotherapy.
In breast cancer patients undergoing neoadjuvant chemotherapy before surgery, biomarkers for predicting response to therapy are urgently required. In 65 patients with locally confined breast cancer who had completed the course of chemotherapy until surgery, plasma DNA biomarkers obtained before and during therapy were evaluated concerning (early) estimation of therapy response. Levels of repetitive ALU 115 and ALU 247 elements as well as DNA integrity calculated according the formulas of Umetani (1) and Wang (2) were correlated with changes in histopathological staging at surgery and compared with conventional tumor markers CEA and CA 15-3. At surgery, 13 patients presented complete remission (CR), 32 partial remission (PR) and 20 no change of disease (NC). Pretherapeutic Her2/neu status was positively correlated with therapy response (p=0.019). DNA biomarkers before onset of therapy cycles 1, 2 and 6 did not indicate outcome after therapy. However, kinetics of ALU 115 from cycle 1 to 6 showed decreases in CR patients, while in NC patients, an increase was observed (p=0.033). Similar tendencies were found for ALU 247 fragments. DNA integrity index as well as CEA and CA 15-3 were not informative for therapy outcome. Kinetics of plasma DNA (ALU 115) is associated with response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy in patients with locally confined breast cancer.